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Capital
Ljubljana

Population
279.631

Language
Slovenian

Currency
Euros

GDP Per Capita
54.01 Billion USD

Slovenia

SLOVENIA - BUSINESS RESIDENCY VISA

The small Balkan nation of Slovenia became independent in 1991
and joined the European Union in 2004, 3 years later becoming a
member of the Schengen Area.

Positioned in between Italy, Croatia, Austria and Hungary,
Slovenia is one of the most geographically gifted nations in
Europe. The country features picturesque mountainous terrain
along with gorgeous Alpine Valleys and a vast network of rivers
leading to pristine lakes and a slice of the gorgeous Adriatic Sea.

Slovenia is a peaceful nation and offers a business friendly and
entrepreneurial environment along with a much more
reasonable cost of living compared to its neighbours. An ideal
base in Europe, Slovenia residents benefit from visa-free travel
to the Schengen Area, high quality healthcare and education.
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HOW TO QUALIFY

Register an LTD company and invest a minimum founding capital of 7,500 EUR.

To qualify for residency the applicant must then meet one of the following 3 
requirements:

Make an investment of 50,000 EUR into fixed assets for their company

Employ a Slovenian Citizen or EU National on a full time basis for a 
minimum of 6 months

Turnover at least 10,000 EUR in revenues for a minimum of 6 consecutive 
months

Once these requirements have been met, the applicant can then proceed to 
apply for the ‘Work and Residence Permit.

OTHER REQUIREMENTS

Accounting services with legal support

Upon receiving the work & residence permit the investor becomes an 
employee and a basic wage must be paid along with social security taxes

The work & residence permit needs to be renewed annually

After 1 year of residency, family members can also apply for residency in 
Slovenia

a.

b.

c.
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PROGRAM BENEFITS

Residency in a safe and secure EU nation

Visa-Free Travel to the Schengen Area

Eligible to apply for PR after 5 years of residency. Citizenship after another 5

Low Cost Residency Solution

Quality Education & Healthcare access

Moderate 19% Corporate Tax Rate
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